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There are no reviews yet. Be the first one to write a review. 0 Views. 3 Favorites. Welcome to The Great War Project (1914-1918). Part of the Military and War Project. Lest We Forget. Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it. - George Santayana (16 December 1863 in Madrid, Spain – 26 September 1952 in Rome, Italy).

Jo Gill I'm adding my grandfather who served in WWI and WWII. I'm searching my profiles for others who served in The Great War. Merry Hunkin Researching relatives who fought in the First World War for Britain (and South Africa - on the side of Great Britain). Lizzie Griffiths working in collaboration with Global Cemeteries and Categorisation Projects to add the Cemeteries of the Commonwealth War Graves Commission and identify final resting places of the fallen commonwealth soldiers of WW1. Timeline: Canada in the First World War. August 4 1914. First World War Begins. For a nation of eight million people Canada's war effort was remarkable. More than 650,000 men and women from Canada and Newfoundland served over 66,000 gave their lives and more than 172,000 were wounded. It was this immense sacrifice that lead to Canada's separate signature on the Peace Treaty. No longer viewed as just a colony of England, Canada had truly achieved nation status. This nationhood was purchased by the gallant men who stood fast at Ypres, stormed Regina Trench, climbed the heights of Vimy Ridge, captured Passchendaele, and entered Mons on November 11, 1918. Timeline - Canada.
The Great War: 1914-1918 (aka History Line: 1914-1918, Historyline: 1914-1918) is a video game published in 1993 on DOS by Strategic Simulations, Inc. It's a strategy game, set in a historical battle (specific/exact), turn-based, world war i and war themes, and was also released on Amiga. History Line (released as The Great War: 1914 - 1918 in the US by SSI) is a World War 1 tactical wargame based on an improved and modified engine used in Blue Byte's earlier Battle Isle games. It is one of the few tactical World War 1 wargames to be made for the PC, and is a fun and enjoyable game, although shortcomings and awkward controls will take a while to get used to. Welcome to The Great War Project (1914-1918). Part of of the Military and War Project. Lest We Forget. Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it. Jo Gill I'm adding my grandfather who served in WWI and WWII. I'm searching my profiles for others who served in The Great War. Merryl Hunkin Researching relatives who fought in the First World War for Britain (and South Africa - on the side of Great Britain). Remember to enter the Country and Branch of Service as found at the bottom of the sticker page ie; Royal Navy, French Foreign Legion, Australian Army, United States Marine Corps etc and it will display the correct country flag and add the profile to the World War I. Sample usage Show off your favorite photos and videos to the world, securely and privately show content to your friends and family, or blog the photos and videos you take with a cameraphone. This is an archive for photographs of the First World War. No limits except that and you MUST supply the source in your See more. I have a large collection of my grandfather's 'personal' snapshots of WWI while Harvey&Marie50 months ago2 replies. Great War Archives State Library of New South Wales. The State Library of New South Wales has put a call out for interested people to ART NAHPRO59 months ago3 replies. Great War Ephemera at The Ephemera Album. To mark the Centenary The Ephemera Album has 9 albums of just over 270 images